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various altitudes. An ion engine experiment
ABSTRACT provided by NASA will validate 2.5 kW xenon

ion engine technology for interplanetary
SSTAR will demonstrate technologies, missions. SSTAR is an enabling program for
subsystems and operations suitable for DOD, several central technologies, systems, and
civilian, and commercial applications, operational concepts that have a significant
SSTAR combines the ongoing Electric impact on future missions in earth orbit and
Insertion Transfer Experiment (ELITE) and interplanetary space. Launch is scheduled for
the new Space Surveillance Sensor Subsystem 1998.
(S4) programs to provide a system level
demonstration of on-orbit space object/debris
tracking, orbit maneuvering, orbit raising,
autonomous guidance navigation and control INTRODUCTION
(AGN&C) and advanced ground systems for
satellite control. The SSTAR vehicle will, Numerous studies over the years have pointed
under a Cooperative Research and to the advantages of high specific impulse
Development Agreement (CRDA) with TRW, electric propulsion for earth orbit and
use their advanced, lightweight modular interplanetary missions. Recently low power
spacecraft bus. The semiautonomous S4  arcjets have been accepted for north/south
payload will take advantage of SSTAR's stationkeeping. SSTAR takes the next step. It
maneuverability to prove its lightweight, extends electric propulsion applications to
radiation hardened sensor technologies at higher powers needed for on-orbit

repositioning, orbit transfer, and interplanetary
*SSTAR Program Manager, applications.
Senior Member AIAA
**ELITE Program Manager This paper covers a joint Air Force/industry
Member AIAA program to design, build, test and fly a
***SSTAR Chief Scientist maneuvering electric propulsion spacecraft and
Member AIAA its attendant payloads. The program has been
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underway for two years as the government's the fast Pluto flyby. The first two benefits will
largest CRDA with industry. TRW works be discussed in this presentation.
jointly with the DOD in developing space
systems and technologies that directly funnel to
the private sector. TRW will integrate and test Repositioning Light Satellites
the following Air Force provided subsystems
onto to their advanced satellite bus: a Figure 1 shows the power and fuel
state-of-the-art arcjet propulsion subsystem, a requirements to reposition a 455 kg (1000 lb.)
high power (10 kW) solar power subsystem, an spacecraft 180 degrees in geosynchronous
autonomous guidance, navigation and control orbit. Curves are shown for xenon ion,
subsystem, and a diagnostic's package into a hydrogen and ammonia arcjets that typify
flight experiment. The Air Force also provides electric propulsion performance, and are
the space surveillance sensor subsystem, the compared with chemical propulsion (specific
launch vehicle, and mission support operations. impulse = 220 sec). The SPT has thrust

performance similar to that of a hydrogen
arcjet. Xenon ion engines have the highest

ELECTRIC PROPULSION BENEFITS specific impulse and require the most power,
but conversely require the least propellant, and

This paper first discusses the benefits of electric therefore provide more moves for a given move
propulsion that were pivotal in initiating the rate and propellant mass. These charts clearly
space flight demonstration. First is the ability show that current spacecraft power is sufficient
of electric propulsion to maneuver a spacecraft for electric propulsion to increase present move
faster (for the same amount of fuel) or more rates and moves for 455 kg class satellites.
times (for the same maneuver rate) than
chemical propulsion. Power requirements
range from a few hundred Watts to several 10's Repositioning Heavy Satellites
of kilowatts depending on the spacecraft mass
and the desired move rate. Once high powered Figure 2 shows the power and fuel
electric propulsion is accepted for this requirements to reposition a 4550 kg (10000
application, it will be relatively easy to accept it lb.) spacecraft 180 degrees in geosynchronous
for orbit raising because the technology will orbit. Curves are shown for xenon ion,
have been proven and the requisite orbit raising hydrogen and ammonia arcjets that typify
power will be in space. Electric upper stages electric propulsion performance, and are
can enhance Delta 2 lift capability to the range compared with chemical propulsion (specific
of Atlas 2 missions, and Atlas 2 lift to the range impulse = 220 sec). The SPT has thrust
of Titan 4, IUS missions. The savings in launch performance similar to that of a hydrogen
costs are $20M and $100M respectively, arcjet. Clearly power requirements for this
Recent JPL analyses show that interplanetary application are high. This is the case that
vehicles employing electric propulsion do SSTAR will address.
comet and asteroid rendezvous missions in half
the time of current systems while delivering
twice the payload mass. Electric propulsion Orbit Raising
enables some interplanetary missions to be
conducted on smaller launch vehicles, such as Electric Orbit Transfer Vehicles (EOTV) can

boost more massive payloads into high orbit
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than chemical upper stages. High power mission/system definition support, launch
electric propulsion for orbit transfer greatly vehicle/spacecraft integration support,
reduces the cost of future United States pre-launch checkout support, and post-launch
government and commercial missions. operations/data reduction.
Payloads in the five to seven thousand pound
range can be downloaded from Titan 4 launch
vehicles to Atlas 2 launch vehicles (with The SSTAR/ELITE Spacecraft
approximate launch vehicle savings of$100M
per launch). Similarly, Atlas 2 payloads up to Key Design Issues
3800 pounds can be downloaded to Delta 2
launch vehicles saving $20M per launch. The key design issues associated with building
Electric upper stages also extend Titan 4 GEO the SSTAR spacecraft include: cost, schedule,
capabilities and can be used in the interim until traceability, and technology readiness. These
an advanced space lifter is developed, top level constraints directly influence the

design of the spacecraft.

CRDA Cost is the primary constraint for the SSTAR
experiment. Since SSTAR is a cooperative

The U.S. Congress initiated the Federal effort between Air Force and industry, each
Technology Transfer Act of 1986 for partner has set limits to the amount of
transferring Federal laboratories' developments investment that can be made. Therefore,
to private industry and making U.S. industry several key design trades were based on
more competitive. The government and affordability. Some design choices that will be
industrial partners can contribute personnel, described in the design section include: size of
equipment, services, and facilities. CRDA the solar arrays (available power), size of the
industrial partners obtain exclusive licensing of spacecraft (available payload), the booster
government inventions and intellectual (mission performance), and level of diagnostic
properties. The government, and individual equipment available for measurements.
government personnel, can obtain royalties on SSTAR has been designated as a Class C
their inventions. The Air Force, by entering experiment which means that cost is a principal
into the SSTAR CRDA is encouraging the driver. Class C design guidelines have been
development and growth of the private sector established to reduce costly design
in space transportation, requirements while maintaining acceptable

design integrity.
The Phillips Laboratory will provide the
following to the SSTAR program: systems Schedule was another program element that led
architectural engineering, photovoltaic array, to certain design decisions. SSTAR needs to
arcjet subsystem, diagnostics, launch vehicle, be flown as early as possible to meet certain
launch services, and post launch operational insertion deadlines. This results in
operations/data reduction. TRW will provide: certain technology compromises. One key
systems design engineering, autonomous compromise was to fly an ammonia arcjet
AGN&C hardware and software, spacecraft, system. Earlier studies showed that hydrogen
subsystem integration/factory testing, and arcjet systems exhibited the highest economical
launch vehicle/spacecraft integration. Together payoff for near Earth transfers. However, it
the Phillips Laboratory and TRW will provide: was determined that the state of development
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for hydrogen storage and feed systems and the radiation belts until an equivalent LEO to GEO
hydrogen arcjet were several years behind the dose is acquired. This soak period imposes a
ammonia system. A study showed that the hardened design constraint on several
ammonia system provided almost all of the data spacecraft subsystems, similar to that imposed
needed for a successful demonstration. on operational systems.

The SSTAR demonstration vehicle design has
to be traceable and scaleable to operational System Overview
systems to adequately reduce the development
risk for those systems. A considerable effort An electric propulsion spacecraft system has a
was spent in defining a broad range of variety of unique requirements and design
requirements needed for operational systems. issues that must be addressed to accommodate
Several design constraints were implemented an operational electric propulsion spacecraft.
based on the above criteria. One constraint The SSTAR program has identified these
was the minimum power level. The selection of requirements and design issues, and has
10 kW was based on subsystem scalability to performed trade studies to find technically
larger, higher power operational systems. feasible, cost-effective solutions traceable to an
Another design issue was the use of a gimbaled operational system. These trades have been
engine platform. Although the gimbaled documented and were presented at the SSTAR
platform provides the best solution to the System Requirements Review held September
optimal guidance steering law, other system 1992.
design trade-offs favor the gimbaled engine
approach. Because of the long transfer times
for some missions, large secular disturbances Spacecraft and Mission Description
are incurred on the momentum management
system of the spacecraft. To unload this stored The SSTAR spacecraft is a 10 kW,
momentum through a reaction control system solar-electric powered, ammonia arcjet system.
(RCS) requires a considerable amount of Its 4000 pounds are launched on a Titan IIG to
propellant. If however, the engines are a 200 nmi circular, 63.5 deg. inclination orbit
gimbaled, the momentum can be continuously from Vandenberg AFB. See figure 3. After
unloaded in two axes during the transfer, system checkout, the spacecraft does a spiral
Gimbaling the engines introduced some transfer to 2150 nmi and 60.5 deg inclination.
interesting interface design issues that will be Several experiments will be conducted during
discussed later. A third program level orbit transfer. These include space
constraint is the ability to direct all available object/debris tracking operations, on-orbit
power to payloads once on orbit. To repositioning maneuvers, dual arcjet firings,
implement this requirement, the SSTAR vehicle and ion engine operations. The spacecraft will
incorporates a high power DC - DC converter, loiter at 2150 nmi/60.5 degrees (in the Van

Allen radiation belts) until a LEO-GEO
Because of the long time spent in the Van Allen equivalent radiation dose is accumulated. The
radiation belts during a LEO to GEO orbit arcjets and the spacecraft will be restarted to
transfer, the SSTAR spacecraft is required to demonstrate that they survived the belts. The
prove that the spacecraft subsystems can ion engine may then be restarted to return the
tolerate this environment. A part of the spacecraft to a lower orbit (out of the belts)
SSTAR mission is spent "soaking" in the where additional space object/debris tracking
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experiments can be conducted. The mission some SSTAR program schedule risk with
duration to end of the soak is 334 days, and to hydrogen cryogenic storage and feed
end of the optional ion orbit transfer is 416 development, and hydrogen arcjet performance
days. Mission operations will be performed and reliability issues.
using the Air Force Satellite Control Network
(AFSCN). The SSTAR ammonia arcjet is designed to

operate up to 10 kW. At that level it generates
approximately one-quarter pound of thrust and

Spacecraft Design greater than 600 sec specific impulse.
Although EOTVs are expected to operate at 40

The SSTAR spacecraft design and integration kW, solar array cost constraints limit the
effort maximizes the usage of standard SSTAR power level to 10 kW. There are two
spacecraft bus and avionics designs under arcjets and two PCUs. Nominally, only one
development at TRW. The general operates at a time and the other is redundant.
categorization of the subsystems is listed in However, simultaneous firing of two arcjets at
Table 1. half-power each is performed for traceability

and characterization of potential arcjet
System-level issues, internal interfaces, and interactions. The required flexibility to operate
integration issues are addressed as each selected arcjets at variable levels raises arcjet
subsystem is discussed. Relevant mission, and high-power distribution subsystem design
orbital, launch system, and ground system issues. The arcjets are designed to operate
issues are also discussed. over a 3-10 kW range.

The PCU and arcjet efficiencies for SSTAR are
Arcjet Subsystem greater than 93% and 35%, respectively. PCU

electrical efficiency is a consideration when
The arcjet subsystem consists of three main evaluating trades between transformer-isolated
component types. One is the arcjet thruster and non-isolated PCUs. Isolation is attractive
itself. The second is the power conditioning for electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and
unit (PCU, also called a PPU, or power hence traceability, but roughly 2-3% efficiency
processing unit). The PCU is the electronic is sacrificed due to magnetic losses. Efficiency
"front end" of the arcjet subsystem. It is important not only to maximize power usage,
generates thruster startup pulses and sustains but to minimize the spacecraft thermal rejection
the electrical arc that heats the propellant and requirements due to the dissipated power.
produces thrust. Also, propellant storage and Electrical efficiency can be a major driver for
feed are included in the arcjet subsystem, the thermal control subsystem at high thruster

power levels. The arcjets themselves also
An ammonia arcjet is baselined for SSTAR due generate high local temperatures, so
to its technology readiness, EOTV traceability, disk-shaped heat shields are mounted at the
and the performance capability to satisfy base of each arcjet. These are about 1.5 feet in
mission orbital and spacecraft integration diameter for the SSTAR arcjets.
demonstration requirements. Hydrogen was
also considered for SSTAR. Its higher specific Arcjet subsystem design life influences mission
impulse (1200-1400 seconds) makes it a strong requirements. There are two main lifetime
candidate for an EOTV. However, there is requirements. One is total arcjet firing time.
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The SSTAR requirement is 1000 hours, with The arcjet thrust is used not only for orbital
approximately 1500 hours having been transfer and maneuvering, but may also be
demonstrated during ground testing at the Jet employed as part of the attitude control scheme
Propulsion Laboratory. The other is the by AGN&C. In particular, the continuous
number of arcjet on/off cycles. The SSTAR thrust may be applied with center-of-gravity
requirement is greater than 600 cycles with offset to dump reaction wheel momentum.
over 700 having been demonstrated. This is achieved by using a gimbaled arcjet as

part of the thrust vectoring scheme. For
There are several arcjet-related EMC issues to SSTAR, both arcjets are mounted on a
be considered for EOTVs and addressed by 2-degree-of-freedom (DOF) gimbaled platform.
SSTAR. One of these is electromagnetic See figure 4. In general, there is a
interference (EMI) due to operation and cost/reliability trade between single-platform
switching at very high power levels. There are and multiple-platform architectures.
pulse transients that occur at startup and
shutdown that must be characterized by The PCUs are mounted on payload panels
SSTAR and mitigated if necessary so that which serve as radiators and are connected to
spacecraft bus operation is not degraded. their respective arcjets via a flexible cable. The
Isolation and grounding are also key issues, cable not only simplifies equipment placement
Voltage range compatibility between the solar for thermal and other Mechanical Design and
array and the PCU/arcjet is also important. Integration (MDI) considerations, but allows
Solar array voltage range is important due to arcjet gimbaling as mentioned above. Cable
thermally induced BOL/EOL variations and is length depends on required thermal separation,
constrained due to electrical arcing but must be short enough to ensure reliable
considerations. Grounding trades involve start pulse transmission. Cable thickness
negative versus positive ground for the arcjet depends on electrical performance, weight, and
and solar array, and the choice of single-point stiffness loads that the arcjet gimbals can handle
return versus multipoint grounding through the in addition to propellant feed line stiffness and
spacecraft structure. arcjet platform inertia.

Another integration consideration is possible
contamination and erosion from the arcjet Solar Array Subsystem
plume. For ammonia and hydrogen, the plume
species are believed to be benign. This will be For solar-electric propulsion, the high power
examined further by the ESEX and SSTAR requirements necessitate the application of
spaceflights, and by SSTAR plume modeling advanced solar array technology. Concentrator
and ground tests. arrays can appreciably reduce the power per

area, and to some extent the power per weight,
Each SSTAR PCU/arcjet is a single string. while providing inherent effective shielding due
However, PCU cross-strapping offers to the employed lenses and mirrors. These
significant advantages for an operational system typically use GaAs or another advanced cell
with several thrusters. Therefore, high-power material. However, concentrator arrays may
switching technology must be explored for have tighter pointing requirements than
application to operational electric propulsion conventional arrays, perhaps as tight as 0.5
spacecraft, degrees for some types. In addition, large
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concentrator arrays are more difficult to stow The solar array drive assembly is also affected
for launch, by electric propulsion. The SSTAR drive is a

standard design that allows growth dependent
Flexible blanket arrays, such as those produced upon power and signal transmission
from amorphous silicon or GaAs, have very requirements. Although the standard design
high power per weight, are very thin, and easily accommodates high power via growth, the size
stowable. However, these arrays are about of the drives may require nonstandard
twice as large in area as concentrators and may placement of the drives on the spacecraft bus.
require thick cover glass for radiation shielding, The SSTAR drives are moved toward the end
depending on cell type. Size and bending of the standard spacecraft bus (at the same end
flexibility must also be considered for pointing as the arcjet platform), away from their usual
control purposes. The choice of array type is central location.
dependent on which particular advantages are
to be exploited, and must address cost Naturally, there are electrical considerations for
constraints. A variety of array technologies are the solar array since the arcjet power and
being considered for SSTAR's 10 kW array, voltages are higher than typical spacecraft bus
Cost and EOTV traceability are two primary requirements. Each SSTAR solar array wing is
design drivers. partitioned into a high- and a low-voltage

segment. Each low-voltage segment is further
Pointing requirements, environmental partitioned into 200 Watt modules that allow
disturbances due to large area, and flexibility flexibility to allocate (a priori) certain amounts
issues have been mentioned in terms of their of power between bus "housekeeping" and the
affects on solar array pointing and attitude arcjets. The power for the arcjets is
control. There are two other considerations. transmitted and controlled via the high-power
The solar array aspect ratio is one. It has been distribution system, and housekeeping power is
found that, for very large solar arrays, aspect provided via the low-power distribution
ratios (width-to-length) less than one are system.
preferable from an attitude control vantage.
The baseline for SSTAR is approximately 1:2. The choice of voltage levels is a power system
See figure 4. It must also be noted that aspect trade and is related to the PCU isolation and
ratio selection is based only partially upon grounding scheme design trades. Solar array
attitude control. The shape of the array also is voltages must encompass a fairly wide range
related to array stowage and overall packaging, for an EOTV since the array current-voltage
and must be considered in the design, curves undergo thermal shifts as the spacecraft

cycles in and out of the solar eclipse. Also,
The choice of a one-DOF versus a two-DOF there exist constraining upper bounds on solar
array drive for pointing is another design trade, array voltage levels due to space plasma arcing
The result of the SSTAR trade study was to concerns.

use a 1-DOF drive, standard reaction wheels,
and to allow a relaxed maneuver strategy to
alleviate the roll requirements. The concept High-Power Distribution Subsystem
allows for a translation of the relatively loose
thrust vector control DOF into a solar array The high-power control and distribution
pointing DOF that alleviates roll requirements, subsystem maximizes the transmission of solar

power to the arcjet subsystem. The heart of
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this subsystem is a programmable voltage amount. SSTAR is baselining a liquid-stored
regulated bus, which uses a peak power tracker ammonia system. SSTAR is also flying a
(PPT) to achieve such maximization. The PPT xenon-ion engine as a secondary payload. Its
is based on tracking the current-voltage curve propellant is gas-stored.
variations and operating at the "knee" of the
curve as far to the right (high current) as The SSTAR mission requires approximately
possible before the voltage drops sharply down. 1200 lb. of ammonia, most of which is
Obviously the programmable scheme expended during the transfer orbit, and the
implementation requires some software remainder during maneuver demonstrations. It
functions, but there is no significant impact. was found that hundreds of pounds of ammonia
The scheme does involve development of the could be saved depending on the transfer orbit
PCU interface, and this is being done for the inclination change, so this parameter was
SSTAR high-power testbed. The testbed has carefully selected while maintaining traceability
proven the PPT scheme and PCU interface, and to an EOTV. Besides weight, tank sizing is
thus reduces SSTAR program risk. The PCU also an important consideration, especially
interface is particularly important to since it is desirable to fit the tank to the
demonstrate since there are PCU power control standard spacecraft structure without
stability issues that must be addressed. modifications. It is possible to accommodate

the required propellant by installing a tank that
The bus operates over an 80-160 volt range, fits within the primary structure central cylinder
with the high end restricted to avoid plasma (940 millimeters), but is not too long to require
arcing effects on the solar arrays. The voltage "stretching," or augmenting the structure. The
range also relates to the choice of PCU tank sizing is based on a 25% design margin
isolation, and to some extent drives the choice over what would be needed for 1200 lb., and a
of isolation. A single return ground is used to 3% ullage margin. This allows for mission
ensure EMC with the rest of the spacecraft, enhancement without tank procurement risk.
and is done with a modest weight penalty.
Weight savings are achieved for the low-power All-metal versus graphite/epoxy overwrapped
scheme, which is multipoint grounded via propellant tanks are among the tank material
structure return, tradeoffs. An aluminum-lined, graphite

reinforced fiber plastic (GRFP) overwrapped
For some applications, the high-power system tank was chosen for ammonia storage based on
must also control the power level and switching weight and availability. Material is also an
of the arcjets. For instance, the SSTAR arcjets issue for the plenum tank. Aluminum was
may be operable over a 3-10 kW range. As chosen over titanium based on cost and weight.
mentioned above, the SSTAR PCU/arcjets are
single strung and thus individually controlled by The type of flow control is another tradeoff.
the high-power subsystem. They are not On-off flow control was selected over pressure
cross-strapped, regulation and pulse-modulated control due to

cost and heritage. The flow rate range is 0.034
to 0.17 grams/sec. This provides optimum

Propellant Feed Subsystem propellant flow to the arcjet as a function of
power level. The subsystem also requires

The propellant feed subsystem architecture and heater power, predominantly for the ammonia
design depends on the propellant type and vaporizer, and for the tank and feed lines.
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Vaporizer heater maximum power is less than criteria include performance, traceability,
300 Watts. on-board processing speed and memory,

development cost, algorithm stability, and
The SSTAR propellant storage and feed required ground support. Ground support
subsystem is largely based upon the Electric minimization supports autonomy, which is
Propulsion Space Experiment (ESEX) desirable considering the 3-6 months EOTV
subsystem. ESEX is a 30 kW-class transfer times. The use of some suboptimal
battery-powered electric propulsion space algorithm version will be further evaluated to
experiment that also uses ammonia. ESEX, in exploit simplicity while ensuring performance.
contrast with SSTAR, is an electric propulsion
technology experiment, whereas SSTAR is an The SSTAR AGN&C subsystem design is
operational electric propulsion spacecraft traceability-driven where possible, unless cost
demonstration. or weight impacts are overriding factors

(SSTAR is a Class C experiment). Several
trade studies were performed to arrive at the

Autonomous Guidance. Navigation, & Control SRR baseline subsystem design. These trades
Subsystem included attitude determination suite, body

actuation schemes, solar array actuation, and
The spacecraft AGN&C subsystem for an arcjet platform actuation. Guidance trades
electric propulsion spacecraft must perform were mentioned above. Also mentioned above,
thrust vector steering and control for the spiral under the solar array, was the system level
orbit transfer and on-orbit maneuvers. For trade involving body actuation, array actuator
solar electric propulsion, there are also solar DOFs, arcjet cycling, and a relaxed
array pointing requirements to ensure adequate maneuvering strategy. The trades resulted in a
power to the thrusters. For concentrator majority of baseline hardware components that
arrays, such as those considered for SSTAR, are standard to the TRW generic spacecraft
the requirements can be 0.5 degrees. bus.
Furthermore, the large array size generates
environmental disturbance torques, flexible Spacecraft body control is performed on
bending disturbances, and large moments of SSTAR using reaction wheels. These are sized
inertia. Therefore, solar array pointing can be a to provide momentum storage capability and to
key AGN&C subsystem design driver. Thrust perform (relaxed) maneuvers. Momentum
vector pointing control, on the other hand, is dumping is performed using magnetic torquers
relatively loosely constrained. The SSTAR and gimbaled arcjets. Gimbaled arcjets are
requirement allocation is 10 degrees. required for traceability. Magnetic torquers
Navigation accuracy is another AGN&C take advantage of the low-earth altitudes for
requirement that must be allocated to support SSTAR, but would not be traceable to an
orbit transfer and maneuvers. The SSTAR EOTV since the magnetic fields are much
allocation is 10 km, to be met using the Global lower at geosynchronous orbit. Reaction
Positioning System (GPS) as the baseline. GPS control systems (including ammonia) were
navigation is traceable for spacecraft up to evaluated but discarded due to the weight
geosynchronous orbit, penalties and added complexity. There is little,

if any, sacrifice in EOTV traceability with this
Autonomous guidance algorithm selection is choice since reaction control is not a
another key trade study area. The evaluation
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technology requiring on-orbit demonstration 7925. The two launch vehicles have
for electric propulsion, comparable stowage space and launch

environments.
SSTAR spacecraft body attitude determination
is performed using gyros. Gyro attitude Ammonia tank accommodation trades were
updates are performed with star trackers. examined for SSTAR. The major constraint is
Solar array pointing actuation is performed on to fit the tank inside the 940 mm central
SSTAR using body roll as one pointing DOF, cylinder that serves as primary structure. It
and a single-DOF array drive assembly for the was found that all propellant required for the
second DOF. The array drive axis is normal to mission could fit within the cylinder without
the roll axis. These two DOFs are continuously having to augment the structure.
adjusted throughout the sunlit portion of the
orbit to ensure the required array pointing Solar array wing stowage is another issue that
capability, is a consequence of high power. Concentrator

arrays have smaller area than flexible blanket
arrays, but are thicker and stiffer than flexible

Structure Subsystem blanket arrays, which can roll up for stowage.
Two other characteristics of the solar array

There are a variety of spacecraft structure relate to stowage. One is the number of wing
subsystem impacts and considerations for sections, where more might add stowage
electric propulsion. These include launch flexibility, but may complicate the array. The
environment, propellant weight and tank other characteristic is aspect ratio. A low
accommodation, solar array weight and launch aspect ratio is favorable for AGN&C reasons,
vehicle stowage, radiation shielding of avionics, but may conflict with some stowage concepts.
electrical grounding and potential charging
issues, and the thermal radiator area. These Radiation shielding is another function of the
issues are addressed in ways to eliminate or structure, provided both by the main structure
reduce impacts to the standard spacecraft bus. and the individual electronic component

housings. Shielding requirements analysis and
The launch environment depends on the allocations must be studied carefully for an
booster and the spacecraft component loads on EOTV and for SSTAR, due to the long
the structure. For an EOTV, there are varying duration spent traversing the Van Allen
degrees of payload mass fraction depending on radiation belts. SSTAR will soak in the belts
how electric propulsion is used. In some cases, for a duration required to obtain an EOTV
electric propulsion enables launch on a smaller "equivalent dose." The proton and electron
booster. In other cases, payload mass increases spectra and doses for each have been evaluated
for the same booster. Part of the overall trade and are comparable. These have been
also involves propellant weight. Therefore the compared with the standard bus design dose for
launch environment results from a top-level avionics equipment. It was found that the bus
system trade. The structure requires evaluation design dose for a 12-year geosynchronous
on a case-by-case basis. SSTAR is launched on environment (chemically transferred to mission
a Titan IIG space launch vehicle, which is a orbit) is adequate for EOTV/SSTAR by a
converted ICBM. See figure 5. The standard factor of about three, not including the
spacecraft bus, upon which SSTAR is based, is factor-of-two bus design margin. Therefore,
designed for a Delta-class booster such as the there is no SSTAR bus impact. The
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EOTV/SSTAR environments are provided to each north/south payload panel could
the arcjet/PCU and solar array contractors for accommodate the thermal rejection
their design implementations. requirement. This is about one-half of the

available area. This solution is simple and less
The SSTAR structure serves as a multipoint risky than other methods since it avoids the use
grounding surface for the low-power of variable conductance heat pipes and
distribution system. Part of the structure is deployed radiators.
laminated by a conductive material. The
multipoint scheme saves on harness weight and PCU heater trades were also examined. When
complexity. the arcjet is in a nonfiring mode, such as during

spacecraft checkout, the PCU may get cold
The SSTAR structure also provides thermal during eclipse unless it is heated. It was found
radiative surfaces for bus avionics and the that preheating of the PCU just before eclipse is
PCU. Bus avionics and batteries are mounted an effective method if a high-voltage heater is
on the bus compartment panel. The PCUs are used. This is a resourceful method because the
mounted on payload panels. heater is powered from the high-voltage bus

normally dedicated to the thrusters. This
power is available since it is only needed during

Thermal Control Subsystem nonfiring modes. This scheme avoids an
increase in the low-voltage spacecraft bus

The thermal control subsystem for an electric power budget.
propulsion spacecraft must reject heat
dissipated by the PCUs so as to keep all
avionics within acceptable temperature limits. Low-Power Distribution Subsystem
For an EOTV, this must be done in a radiation
environment and at variable altitudes, so that The spacecraft bus power impacts are driven
many sunlit/eclipse durations must be mainly by the low-earth orbit environment in
accommodated. A variety of trade studies which an EOTV dwells for several weeks,
were done involving radiators, materials, and rather than by electric propulsion system
heater bus voltage, effects. The low-earth orbit eclipse/sunlit

fraction determines battery charging
PCU heat radiation involves several requirements. Battery charging drives the
considerations. Approximately 600 W of heat sunlit-period bus power budget up by a factor
is generated by the arcjet PCU on SSTAR of about two or more. The sunlit-period bus
during sunlight. Single-arcjet and dual-arcjet power allocation is 2.2 kW BOL. As the orbit
firings were both evaluated. Radiator is raised during transfer through the radiation
placement, size, type, and material were all belts and maintained at geosynchronous orbit,
considered. The "north/south" panels are used the available solar array power will decrease
for radiator placement because this is the solar due to radiation degradation of the solar arrays.
array boom axis, and hence is normal to the sun However, the fraction of sunlight per orbit is
line. Second-surface mirrors were selected for increased, reducing battery charging
the exterior because thermal white paint requirements. For SSTAR, orbit raising more
discolors in the natural radiation environment than offsets the expected array degradation.
and becomes less effective at EOL. It was Battery cycling requirements are derived from
found that fixed-conductance heat pipes on the number of eclipses during transfer. The
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SSTAR low-power subsystem uses the monitored for SSTAR as requirements are
standard bus design with a voltage range of allocated. There are various solid-state and
40-140 volts. tape recorder devices. Besides reliability and

data storage capacity/rates specifications, these
devises must also be adequately protected from

Data Management Subsystem the natural radiation environment.

The Data Management Subsystem (DMS,
sometimes called Command and Data Handling Communications Subsystem
or Telemetry, Tracking, and Control) also has
some unique requirements for electric The SSTAR spacecraft communicates with the
propulsion, especially for an EOTV. These AFSCN ground station network. Available
include both hardware and software functions. contact times have been estimated for the
Due to the long transfer time, autonomous fault SSTAR mission. At 180-200 nmi and 63.5
management is required to alleviate ground degrees initially, contact is available only about
support requirements. Specific autonomy 10% of the time. Therefore, spacecraft
requirements and concepts are being explored checkout operations must be carefully
for SSTAR. All concepts involve continuous scheduled. At the 2150 nmi and 60.5 degrees
on-board monitoring for fault detection. In one final orbit, contact increases to about 67% of
of the simpler concepts, a potential fault is the time. This is enough time to downlink
detected, and measures are taken to avoid a experimental data. At intermediate altitudes,
catastrophic failure. Then the spacecraft is downlink data requirements may require the
placed in a safe mode, an alert message is sent use of a data storage device. The use of
to the ground, and the rest is done manually. AFSCN requires use of the Space Ground Link
More sophisticated concepts exist where the Subsystem (SGLS) and data encryption for
fault is diagnosed and corrected on board with SSTAR.
little to no mission interruption.

Spacecraft pitch/yaw control for thrust
Implementation of autonomous guidance vectoring constrains two of the body rotational
algorithms by the DMS in software is another degrees-of-freedom. Roll control for solar
impact of electric propulsion. This was array pointing constrains the third. Therefore,
discussed in the AGN&C section. Another body control freedom is unavailable to support
software function for electric propulsion, that is body-fixed antenna pointing requirements. This
required for SSTAR, is peak power tracker means that communication systems with high
application to the high-power subsystem. The data rates and associated tight pointing
processing requirements are negligible requirements will need to have gimbaled
compared with the autonomy requirements, but antennas on electric propulsion spacecraft. For
the interfaces must be worked out. One final SSTAR, however, acceptable data rate and
DMS consideration for EOTV are data storage power allocations were made so that fixed
requirements due to possible limited ground dual-frequency omnidirectional antennas could
station contacts at low earth altitudes. The be used. Preliminary designs were explored
allocations must be derived from system level using omni antennas.
studies involving payload, ground system,
communications' system, and operational There are also fixed GPS receiving antennas on
concepts. Data storage technology is being board SSTAR. Communications subsystem
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architectures are being evaluated which interface design layouts have started. In
include multiplexers to process and route addition, NASA, the Air Force, and TRW have
omni uplink, omni downlink, and GPS signals been working to incorporate the operation of
simultaneously. Such architectural concepts the ion engine subsystem into the general
may prove useful on operational electric SSTAR mission plan.
propulsion spacecraft that use GPS for
navigation.

SCHEDULE
Finally, RF signal attenuation by the arcjet
plasma is an integration issue. Effective The SSTAR program started January 1991.
attenuation results from reflection, absorption, The original schedule called for a 1996 launch,
phase shift, and refraction mechanisms, but that has slipped one year due to the
Characterization of these effects is not addition of the S4 payload. A successful
generally well-studied, although some bounds System Requirements Review was held in Sept.
have been placed, and conservative measures 1992. A spacecraft system design review was
may alleviate concerns. Testing and analysis held on July 1, 1993. Launch is now
results show typical effective attenuation scheduled for 1998 followed by one year of
levels less than 2 dB for a 10 kW arcjet and mission operations.
2.2 GHz SGLS downlink frequencies. These
results will be sensitive to power levels and
communications' frequencies for other SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
systems. The approach for SSTAR is to
allocate 2 dB in the link budget analysis, and SSTAR is an enabling program for several
to place the antennas about one meter or more central technologies and systems that will have
away from the arcjets. a significant impact on the application of

electric propulsion spacecraft in earth orbit and
Currently, two major payloads are designated interplanetary space. SSTAR's technology
for the SSTAR flight. The first is the space demonstration offers reduced operations costs
surveillance sensor subsystem. Although, while enhancing mission performance. The
final requirements for the sensor have not technologies include AGN&C, advanced
been completed, it is estimated to weigh satellite control, a space object/debris track
approximately 100 kg and consume 200 W of sensor, and high power arcjet and ion engines.
power. Several attach points have been The systems include earth orbit maneuvering
identified on the spacecraft to accommodate and interplanetary vehicles. The program is
the payload. These options will be narrowed the U. S.'s largest joint venture (CRDA) to
when the sensor contractor has been date between government and industry. The
established, universal nature of these technologies benefits

the Department of Defense, NASA, and
The second payload is the xenon ion engine industry.
subsystem from NASA. This subsystem
includes the NASA developed 30 cm.
lightweight ion engine, the associated Power
Processing Units, the xenon storage and feed
subsystem, and diagnostics. Preliminary
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TABLE 1

Spacecraft Subsystem Categories

System Drivers Impacted Subsystems

Electric Thruster (Arcjet for SSTAR) Structure
Power Source (Solar Array for SSTAR) Thermal Control
High-Power Distribution Low-Power Distribution
Propellant Feed Data Management
Guidance, Navigation, & Control Communications
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TITAN II PAYLOAD
ENVELOPE
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FIGURE 5
SSTAR Launch Configuration




